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On the Lattices of Cutsets in Finite Graphs 
BERND MEYER 
Given a pair of finite lattices (L, L *), a necessary condition is proved for the existence of a 
graph G with non-adjacent vertices a and b, having L as its lattice of cutsets and L * as its lattice 
of minimal cutsets. 
Throughout this paper a graph G(V, E) is a simple graph with vertex set V, edge set 
E and two fixed non-adjacent vertices a and b. For a subset U ~ V the induced subgraph 
consists of the vertex set U and all the edges of E having both endvertices in U. A path 
connecting x, y E V is denoted by Pxy; for vertices v, w on a path P we denote the 
subpath of P with endpoints v and w by Plvw· S ~ V -{a, b} is called a cutset (precisely 
an a, b cutset) if any a, b path meets S and S is minimal with respect to ~ . For x E V- S, 
C~ is the component of the subgraph induced by V -S which contains x. A cutset is a 
minimal cutset if it has minimal cardinality of all a, b cutsets. (Menger's Theorem states 
that the cardinality of a minimal cutset is equal to the maximal number of disjoint a, b 
paths.) 
On the set of cutsets the predecessor-successor relation in direction from a to b defines 
a partial order: 
S.;;;; T ~for every xES- T and every path Pxb : Pxb 11 T ¥- 0. (1) 
A straightforward argument shows the equivalence of (1) and the following statements 
(see [1, p. 204]): 
S.;;;; T ~for every yET- S and every path Pay: Pay 11 S ¥- 0. (1') 
S.;;;; T ~for every xES there is a path Pax: (Pax- {x }) 11 T = 0. (2) 
S.;;;; T~for every yET there is a path Pyb: (Pyb -{y }) 11S = 0. (2') 
It is known from Escalante [1] that the set of cutsets between a and b together with the 
above order forms a complete lattice L(G, a, b). The set of minimal cutsets L *(G, a, b) 
forms a sublattice of L(G, a, b). If the minimal cardinality of a, b cutsets in G is finite, 
L *(G, a, b) is distributive. For join and meet in L(G, a, b) Escalante also proved: 
u si = {x EU Si: there is a path Pxb: Pxb 11 ( u si -{x}) = 0}. (3) 
lE[ lEI lEI 
nsi = {x E U Si: there is a path Pax: Pax 11 ( U Si -{x}) = 0}. (3') 
lEI lEI lEI 
For finite graphs join and meet of M, N E L *( G, a, b) are obtained as follows (it does 
not hold for non-minimal cutsets): 
M UN= (Cf 11M) u (M 11N) u (Ct;t 11N), 
M n N = (Cr: 11M) u (M 11N) u (C';! 11N). 
(4) 
(4') 
We only consider intervals of L(G, a, b), thus [M, N] always denotes the interval 
{S EL(G, a, b): M.;;;S.;;;N}. 
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Escalante [1] proved that given any complete lattice L there is a graph whose lattice 
of cutsets is isomorphic to L. Similarly he constructed a graph whose lattice of minimal 
cutsets is isomorphic to a given finite distributive lattice L *. The question, first stated 
by Halin, naturally arises whether, for any given pair (L, L *) of a complete lattice L and 
finite distributive sublattice L * of L, there is a graph with vertices a, b representing L 
and L *simultaneously as its lattice of cutsets and lattice of minimal cutsets respectively. 
A counterexample, due to E. Dahlhaus (written communication), is the smallest modular, 
non-distributive lattice and the 4-element sublattice, which are not simultaneously 
representable in the above sense. 
In this paper we investigate the position of minimal cutsets in the lattice of cutsets. 
We get a necessary condition for simultaneous representability of a lattice pair in question, 
containing Dahlhaus's example as a special case. 
THEOREM A. Let G be a finite graph with non-adjacent vertices a and b ; M, N E 
L *(G, a, b) incomparable minimal cutsets. Then 
[M n N, M UN]= [M n N, M] x [M n N, N]. 
An immediate consequence is the following theorem. 
THEOREM B. With the conditions of Theorem A and S E (M n N, M UN], the inter-
vals [M n N, M] and [S n N, SUM] are isomorphic sublattices of L(G, a, b) (Figure 1). 
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FIGURE 1. The Hasse diagram of [M n N, M UN] for incomparable minimal cutsets M, N. The lines indicate 
the corresponding intervals in L( G, a, b). 
In the following considerations, G denotes a fixed finite graph with non-adjacent 
vertices, a, b and S, T e L(G, a, b) denote arbitrary cutsets of G. 
PROPOSITION 1. S:s;;T¢=>C~ r;;C'I ¢=>C'[ r;;C~. 
If s,;;; T then for every X E c~ there exists a path Pax disjoint from s. Assume there 
is a vertex t E T on Pax; it follows Paxlarn S = 0 which contradicts (i'). Conversely for 
every xES a path Pax satisfying Pax n S = {x} and (Pax- {x }) r;; C~ exists by definition. 
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Since T and C~ have no element in common and because of C~ ~ C~, Pax does not 
meet T and by (2) we getS,;;;; T. 
In the rest of the paper we keep the two incomparable minimal cutsets M, N E L *( G, a, b) 
fixed. 
PROPOSITION 2 
c~ u c~ = c~uN, 
CZC U Cf = czcnN. 
One direction follows immediately from Proposition 1: C~ u C~ ~ C~uN. The con-
verse is also true: take an X E c~UN' X not inc~ u c~. Every path from a to X intersects 
M or N, but there is at least one Pax disjoint from M UN= 
(Cf nM)u(M nN)u(CZC nN) (see Equation (4); remember that (4) is only true for 
minimal cutsets in finite graphs). For this path either Pax n (C~ nM) -:;6 0 or Pax n 
(C~ nN) -:;6 0 is true. Let y be the last vertex of Pax in the direction from a to b in 
M u N, then y lies in C~ n Morin C~ n N because Pax does not meet M UN. Assume 
y E C~ nM. By choice of y, Paxlyx is disjoint from N and so the whole path Paxlyx is 
contained inC~. Because of y E C~, there is an path Pay disjoint from N, therefore the 
composed path Pay uPaxlyx is totally contained inc~. thus X E c~. a contradiction to the 
choice of X fi! C~ U C~. 
The second equation is obvious by changing the roles of a and b. 
Next we define the graph GM as induced subgraph by the set (C~ nN) u (C~ n Cf) u 
(Cf nM) together with the vertex a adjacent to every vertex of C~ nN and vertex 
b adjacent to the vertices of cf n M. The graph GN is defined analogously (see Figure 2) . 
a• • b 
FIGURE 2. A sketch of the graph G and its subgraphs GM -{a, b} (---)and GN -{a, b} (- ·- · ). 
PROPOSITION 3. Every S E [M n N, M UN] can be partitioned as follows: 
S =SMu(M nN)uSN 
with SM := S n V(GM) and SN := S n V(GN) cutsets o{GMresp. GN. 
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From S ~M UN and M n N ~Sit follows from Definitions (2) resp. (2') and Proposi-
tion 1 and Equations (4), (4'): 
S r;; C';!uN u (M UN)= (C';! u C~) u (CZ' nM) u (M nN) u (C~ nN) 
and 
Sr;; C~nN u (M nN) = (C~ uCf:')u (C';! nN)u(M nN)u (C~ nM). 
Thus S lies in the intersection of the right-hand sides: 
S r;; (C~ nM) u (C~ n C~) u (C~ nN) u (M nN) 
u (C';! nN) u (C';! n Cf;') u (Cf:' nM) 
= (V(GM) -{a, b }) u (M nN) u (V(GN) -{a, b }) 
S £SMu(MnN)uSN. 
Conversely SM uSN r;; S is obvious, and for every vertex x of M n N we apply the fan 
version of Menger's theorem (see [3, Chap. IV, 2]) to a and M n N and to b and M UN 
in order to see for every x EM nN the existence of a path Pab intersecting M uN in x 
only; thus x E S. Assume there is a path P =(a, x1. ••• , xk, b) in GM with SM n P = 0. 
The above-mentioned fan version of Menger's theorem assures the existence of paths 
Pax, and Pxkb meeting only the vertices a, b, X1. Xk of GM. Then Pax, u (P -{a, b }) uPxkb 
would be an a, b path in G disjoint to S. This shows that SM separates a and b in GM. 
The same argument applied to SM- {x} (x E SM) proves that SM is a cutset in GM. 
PROPOSITION 4. [M n N, M u N] = L( GM, a, b) XL( GN, a, b) for incomparable 
minimal cutsets M, N of G. 
The map 
cp:{ [M nN,M UN] --+L(GM, a, o)XL(GN, a, b) 
S=SMu(MnN)usN~ (SM,SN) 
is injective as 
S ¥- T¢=>SM ¥- TM or SN ¥-TN 
¢:>(SM,SN)¥-(TM, TN). 
To show that cp is a surjection it suffices to prove for (Sh S2) E L(GM, a, b) xL(GN, a, b) 
that the set S := S 1 u (M n N) u S2 is a cutset of the graph G. The basic remark is that 
every path connecting V(GM)-{a, b} and V(GN)-{a, b} in G meets Mas well as N, 
for otherwise M or N would not separate a and b in G. Assume there is Pab not 
intersecting S, let y be the first vertex of Pab in (Cf:' nM) u (Cr/ nN) and x be the last 
vertex in (C~ nM) u (C';! nN). Without loss of generality we have x E C';! nN and 
from the above observation the subpath Pablxy lies totally in V(GM)-{a, b}. Thus the 
path {a, X} u Pab lxy u {y, b} £ GM disjoint from s1 £ s contradicts the fact that s 1 is a cutset 
of GM. So S separates a and b in G. 
The same argument applied to S- {x} (x E S) shows the minimality of S with respect 
to £,thus S is a cutset. 
Now it is easily seen that cp is order preserving: 
S ~ T¢:>SM ~ TM in L(GM, a, b) and SN ~TN in L(GN, a, b) 
t;::>(SM, SN) ~ (TM, TN) in L(GM, a, b) xL(GN, a, b). 
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This shows S E L( G, a, b) and obviously M n N ~ S ~ M UN. So we have the desired 
isomorphism. 
For the proof of Theorem A only the description of L(GM, a, b) is missing. 
PROPOSITION 5. [MnN,M]=L(GM,a,b). 
We shall show that the map 
{
[M nN,M]~L(GM, a, b) 
1/f: s ~ SM (as defined in Proposition 3) 
is an isomorphism. 
As cr: r.M = MN is the set of neighbours of a in GN it is the smallest cutset in 
(GN, a, b). Then it follows from S ~M inL(G, a, b) thatSN =MN = cr: r.M in the graph 
G. Therefore S, T E [M n N, M] can only differ in the subsets SM and T M• and 1/J is an 
injection. As in the proof of Proposition 4, we see for S 1 E L( GM, a, b) that S 1 u (M n N) u (cr: nM) is a cutset in the interval [M n N, M], therefore 1/1 is a surjection. 
Again it is easily seen that 
S ~ T¢:::;SM ~ TM inL(GM, a, b) and SN ~TN inL(GN, a, b) 
s ~ T ¢:::;SM ~ T M¢::::;1/J(S) ~ 1/J(T). 
That finishes the proof of the main theorem of this paper. 
Again we apply the isomorphism cp: [M nN,M UN]-+L(GM, a, b)xL(GN, a, b) to the 
cutsets S n N and S U M for an arbitrary S E [M n N, M UN] and get: 
cp(S n N) = cp(S) n cp(N) = (SM, sN) n (NM, NN) = (NM, sN) 
cp(S u M) = cp(S) u cp(M) = (SM, SN) u (MM, MN) = (MM, SN) 
because NM is the smallest and MM is the greatest element in L(GM, a, b). So the images 
of the elements of [S n N, S U M] only differ in the first coordinate, therefore the interval 
is isomorphic to L(GM, a, b). Together with Proposition 5 we get the isomorphism 
[M nN,M]=[S nN, SUM] 
which is stated in Theorem B. 
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